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• Basics: What makes the German IVET System so special?
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• Company governed quality assurance of in-company training –
still a quite new issue

k.o.s GmbH
•

Ko.s is a private consulting company, i.a. commissioned as the
Coordination Centre for Quality by the Berlin Senate Department of
Labour, Integration and Social Affairs

•

Supports public and private organisations, companies and projects through
consulting services for organisational and personal development, project
development and management, training and evaluation

•

Running regional, national and international projects

•

Regional Partner of DEQA-VET

•

Concerned with quality assurance policies in the field of further education and
training / educational counselling and guidance / human resource development
and… in the field of IVET:
• E.g. the project “Berliner AusbildungsQualität (BAQ)” http://ausbildungsqualitaet-

berlin.de/ the project „Be smart – Lernen für die Ausbildung 4.0“ in the frame of
the nationwide JOBSTARTER-programme http://besmartausbildung.de/ the
project SERFA in the frame of ERASMUS+ programme http://www.serfaproject.eu/de

DEQA-VET established in 2008 in the frame of the

Federal Institute for Vocational Education and Training
www.deqa-vet.de
one of currently 34 National Reference
Points in the frame of EQAVET

(see The European Quality Assurance
Reference Framework for Vocational
Education and Training; Recommendation
of the EU 18 June 2009)
providing the following instruments:
- Quality criteria and descriptors
- “Toolbox” with ten reference indicators
Key tasks of the EU member states:
- Establishment of a National Reference
Point
- conception for improving the national
quality assurance system under
application of the reference framework
- networking

www.eqavet.eu

Three main pattern of IVET in the EU …and beyond
•
•

•
•

Economy driven
Lowly regulated
(training on the job)
Role model GB

See: Euler, D.; Wieland, C:
The German VET System.
Exportable Blueprint or
food for thought, Nov.
2015,
https://www.bertelsmannstiftung.de/fileadmin/files/B
St/Publikationen/GrauePubl
ikationen/LL_GP_GermanVE
TSystem.pdf

State driven
Highly regulated
(vocational schools)
Role model France

•
•

State and Economy driven
Highly regulated
(enterprises linked with school)
Role model Germany

The Core of the ‚german pattern‘: Two learning venues
•

Enterprise is contracting with the apprentices
• They become employees for three years (the normal case)
• and get paid by the enterprises (fixed wages depending on the resp.
occupational field, developing progressively year by year)

•

Enterprises are obliged to cooperate with the vocational schools
(i.e. to give time: about 30% of the time is school time, 1-2 days a week)
Enterprise
holds the contract
with the apprentices

- reality teaching •

*

School
beyond the contingent
needs of the enterprise

-systematical approach-

*
The advantage: a very
low threshold for the entry
into the labour market
after IVET!

Formally no other requirements for access to dual training,
than the completion of compulsory fulltime school (till the age of 16)

… plus the frame of state recognized occupations

•

Since 1969 a legal frame for the german IVET-system

•

327 recognized occupation profiles (2017)

•

Traditionally strong emphasis in input-quality with legally fixed trainingregulations and fixed durations of an apprenticeship: normally three years

•

Examinations are carried out by corporations under public law
e.g by the chambers of commerce

•

New training regulations for recognized occupations only with obligatory
participation of the so called „social partners“
(i.e. representatives of the employers and the resp. trades unions) plus
representatives of three (!) ministeries of the federal government,
+ representatives of the „Bundesländer“ responsible for the school part in
the frame of the dual system

Curiosities included - A system of grown history
•

Three years apprenticeship as a rule?
What matters is a certain duration of a apprenticeship to gain something like a „Berufsidentität“ and
to become productive in the course of apprenticeship.
„Three years“ in fact a rather contingent frame linked with the invention of vocational part time school to
secure young boys ‚against the infections of socialism, catholicism and alcoholism‘ in the otherwise free
time between the compulsory school and the beginning of compulsory military service at the end of the
19th century in the prussian dominated young German Reich after 1870.

•

Modern Industry in the footsteps of old fashioned craftmenship selforganisation?

Quite a miracle and probably the key for the success story of the german IVET system: The invention of

the „Facharbeiter“ as a „Beruf“ in the ‚roaring twenties‘ of the last century when Taylorism was at its
peak, based on the special attitude of the german industrial elites vs. anglosaxon capitalism and socialism
as well.

•

IVET in school - the underestimated sector of the german IVET-system

VET in schools in the beginning of the 19th century mainly for girls, who were not supposed to become
a real craftsman. Their careers would end with assistant jobs in the health care or in the commercial sector.
In fact this tradition, this kind of discrimation of these IVET pathways (without the backing of chambers
and a central german legal act), is probably still at work. Even today in the dual only 40% are women
(whereas in the IVET-Schoolsystem 72% in 2015) - Today about 20% of all IVET-entries in Germany are
in the Schoolsystem (Specially for occupations of the health care sector)

Overall principles:
The three Fundamentals of the German Dual-VET-System

1) Dual principle Company-based learning and learning at vocational schools at the same
time
2) Occupation principle
Occupational proficiency instead of singular competences
3) Principle of consensus
Cooperation and negotiation by social partners and the government

Quality assurance of company based training in the dual system in Germany

11
Cornerstones

See: Federal Institute for
Vocational Education
and Training:
Quality assurance of
company based training
in the dual system in
Germany. An overview
for practitioners and VET
experts, Bonn 2017
(https://www.bibb.de/ver
oeffentlichungen/en/publ
ication/show/8548)

Framework: The three levels of quality assurance

See: Federal Institute for
Vocational Education
and Training:
Quality assurance of
company based training
in the dual system in
Germany. An overview
for practitioners and VET
experts, Bonn 2017
(https://www.bibb.de/ver
oeffentlichungen/en/publ
ication/show/8548)

All in all nothing seems to be left in Germany…
But there are still some questions…
For example the rather academic question:
• Is it in fact a quality management system?
… and the more practical question
• What is the outreach facing the key actors, the single
Companies…

And then in fact…
There are some problems with in-company training in Germany
•

Growing percentage of entries in academic studies

•

Demographic effects – and a changing employment market
declining figure of school leavers plus e.g. declining attractiveness of
traditional occupations (specially those with poor work conditions and low
wages)

•

On the other hand: The dual system is not as inclusive as it was…
Increasing demands of cognitive and social skills

•

Long time neglected internal problems of quality
(despite our sophisticated regulations: high percentage of failing
apprenticeship contracts in some sectors)
• Drop-out percentage of apprentices in companies
•
•

(over all occupations 25,8 % in 2016
Drop-off percentage of small enterprises
Since 2005 an ever critical annual report on in-company IVET quality is
published by the German Federation of Trade Unions

The dual system (the core!) in the frame of German IVET System:
Still strong, but…
New entries to the three
sectors of the German
IVET-System to 2015

- <university studies>
(nominally not IVET
System)

- dual system
- Transition system

(official part of IVET since
2005)

- School system

(about 20% of IVETSystem)
See: Nationaler Bildungsbericht 2016
https://www.bildungsbericht.de/de/bildungsberichte-seit-2006/bildungsbericht-2016

The core in decline

… paradoxically since the first OECD appraisal of the dual System in 2013
Left:

Increasing
Number of
Companies
In Germany
Companies
participating
in the dual
system of IVET

(Shrinking in
absolute
numbers)

Right:

Increasing number
of employees
In Germany
Number of
Apprentices/trainees

Shrinking in absolute
numbers (only with a
slight recovery)

See: BIBB Berufsbildungsbericht 2018
– Datenreport
https://www.bibb.de/dokumente/pdf/
BIBB-Datenreport2018_Vorversion_18042018.pdf

Coping strategies
•

Improving vocational orientation strategies – „There are more possibilities in IVET
than you would imagine“

•

Preventing drop outs via
• Further education for training personal
• Assisted Apprenticeship (Mentoring etc,
• Single issue consulting

•

… and even small steps to greater permeability of different VET pathways

Making apprenticeship more attractive for both sides:
potential applicants + enterprises, especiallly SME‘s

Companies as the key actors …
why in-company training is so special
Companies are no schools. Training is not their main business
• 90% of the actual trainers are not trained to train
• The training process of the single company (if the general ability is
stated) is not controlled by any external authority. Flexibility ist granted.
This is on the one hand a weak point
• neglecting the inner Quality of Apprenticeship produces additional costs…
• Leads to a significant percentage of drop-outs (apprentices, and small
companies as well!) - one point, why the attractiveness of in company
training suffers
And at the same time paradoxically a special quality
• The partial lack of a systematical approach of teaching is a crucial part of the
special quality of the dual system: „Learning: company“

… what makes in Company training so special II
„Learning: Company“
means gaining competences you can‘t get at school:

-

Working (!) and learning together with collegues
Working in teams
Working for/with customers
-

… more and more self reliant

Dealing with hierarchies
Dealing with other formal and informal issues of the company as an
organisation
Dealing with real tasks; real world, market pressures; learning beyond the
pedagogical provinces (but accompagnied by vocational part time school)

See: Sabine Pfeiffer (et al.): BETRIEB LERNEN. Die Bedeutung dualer Berufsausbildung und
organisationalen Arbeitsvermögens (Hans-Böckler-Stiftung Study 366), Düsseldorf 2017
https://www.boeckler.de/pdf/p_study_hbs_366.pdf

External factors

of in Company quality of IVET

Internal options

to shape in-company quality of IVET
Individual profile of the Company /

General training plan
(ARP)

work and business processes

Company (site) training plan

Stable
instruments

In-Company
training
Working
with the Company(site) training plan
Order situation

(Transaction trainee/trainer/
Co-worker)

Instable
processes

The k.o.s quality assessment concept for the in-company IVET
process
•

A systematic Concept for assuring in-company training quality

•

It‘s novelty: fomulated from/for the perspective of the companies They can use rsp. adapt it for their own aims (not heteronomously given)

•

… and it‘s compatible to possible already existing QMS of the companies
motives of companies to invest in assuring training-quality:
- Securing and optimizing their investments in apprenticeships

(preventing drop-outs, making trainees more productive in the
course of their apprenticeship, binding them to the company….)

- Quality of apprenticeship is an important signal for Employer
quality in general - Employer-branding more and more important

in the competition to get the best applicants…

The k.o.s quality assessment concept for in-company IVET process

The quality-circle
Designing and Planning

Collaboration
with the
vocational
school

Recruiting and integrating
apprentices

Managing
the
in-company
IVET
processes

Working and Learning

Evaluation

Mission Statement
objectives – performance – skills – resources – trainees

Companies are invited for the implementation
… also with help, but rather no big companies like VW are
adressed (like in Bratislava…here with 13.700 employees in 2017)
Specially SME‘s (to 250 employees) and here…
For example a painters company with 26 employees … Award winner for
excellent apprenticeship 2017/18 in Berlin https://malerei-bein.de/

Publications concerning the k.o.s quality assessment concept
for in-company IVET process

Thank You for Your attention –

k.o.s GmbH

…Discussions are welcome!
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www.kos-qualitaet.de
www.ausbildungsqualitaet-berlin.de

Das Projekt „Berliner AusbildungsQualität“ (BAQ) wird mit Mitteln der Senatsverwaltung für Integration, Arbeit
und Soziales des Landes Berlin finanziert

